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TradeFlex Series
Built To Be The Industry’s Best.
Starting at $2,815

The TradeFlex table allows the Dr. to perform optimum correction 
of spinal subluxations or disc problems, yet can still function as 
an exam, adjusting, or therapy table. This versatility will save the 
Doctor time and money. This workhorse table is also available 
with an electric flexion option that offers variable flexion speed 
and treatment timer.

ERGOSTYLE FX
Long Axis Distraction With Manual or Auto Flexion
Starting at $7,158   - Page 6

Long axis distraction – administered via hand controller, this 
feature allows the doctor to administer long axis distracting of 
the pelvic section up to 5”. 

HTG 100P
Three Drop Adjustment Table
Starting at $1,425   - Page 9

Your new HTG 100P table has been designed and engineered to
comply with the rigid standards of practitioners and is designed to
provide you with years of service. The HTG 100P comes with many
standard features, five heights and a 450 lb weight capacity.

Apollo 2,000 mW Cold Laser
A Small Powerful Hand Held Laser
Starting at $3,999   - Page 14-15

Small, lightweight unit fits in the palm of your hand. Simple on 
and off button, no programming necessary. Includes: unit docking
station, carry case, 2 safety goggles and everything you and your
patient need for a successful treatment. 

Moving Innovation ForwardNEW 2014
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The TradeFlex Series features electric tension controls, optional cervical, 
thoracic, lumbar, and pelvic drops. Also the ability to perform figure 
8 range of motion. The pelvic drop can be used in any
position. Introducing optional Thoracic and Lumbar 
drops in a single chest cushion. P-A and 
lateral flexion can be locked in any 
position. The table also features a
smooth range of +/- 15 degrees of 
lateral flexion and a flexion depth of 15
degrees to accommodate almost any
angle of drive. A removable flexion control 
t-bar allows the doctor to move freely around 
the table which improves patient and doctor comfort.  
The TradeFlex table allows the Dr. to perform 
optimum correction of spinal subluxations 
or disc problems, yet can still function as an
exam, adjusting, or therapy table. This 
versatility will save the doctor time and money. This
workhorse table is also available with an electric flexion
option that offers variable flexion speed and treatment timer.

The Trademark Stationary is an affordable alternative for a growing
practice. With its impressive list of standard features, this table is an
excellent choice for a starter table. The Trademark table is a low
priced table that offers the same high quality construction 
as other Pivotal Health Solutions tables. 

TradeMark Features
•  Adjustable Face Cushions
•  Extension / Flexion Headpiece
•  Paper Roller, Cutter & Guide Bar
•  7.5” Ankle Extension 
•  Break-Away & Elevating Abdominal

The new TradeMark table can’t be ignored, featuring new aesthetics and
NOW available with all THREE DROPS; Thoracic and Lumbar in a single chest cushion, 
and Pelvic!

See our website for options available

See our website for options available

TradeFlex

E9017 Manual Flexion
shown with options

E9012 TradeMark
shown with options

The All New

The All New

Series

Built To Be The Industry’s Best

Re-Engineered For Excellence
TradeMark

TradeFlex -  E9017
Elevating Manual Flexion Table
Starting at $2,815

TradeMark -  E9012
Starting at $1,899

TradeFlex -  E9018
Elevating Auto Flexion Table
Starting at $5,015
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ErgoStyle™ ES2000 changes how all adjusting tables are viewed. The ES2000
is ergonomically designed to meet the physical needs of the clinician while
providing patients with the highest level of comfort as they move from position
to position. The modular design of the ES2000 allows for quick modifications
and upgrades in the field. Upgrades can be added later as your techniques
and practice grow.

ErgoStyle ES2000 -  ES9300
Elevating Adjusting Treatment Table
Starting at $4,034

ErgoStyle ES2000 -  ES9320
Elevating Adjusting Treatment Table 
with 3 Auto-Cocking Drops
Starting at $6,504

ErgoStyleES2000The All New Gen II

World-class Patented DROPS, Upgradeable In The Field

Pelvic Options
•  ES95009 - Elevating Pelvic Section w/single side control

Elevating Foot Control Options
•  95284 - Dual Foot Pedal Elevation (Plastic)

Upgrade To Auto-Cocking
•  ES9320 - Elevating Table w/Auto-Cocking
The patented Accelerator III Auto-cocking drops include: 
Thoracic, Lumbar and Pelvic Drops. (Patent# 7,381,214B1)
*Note: Air Compressor Sold Separately

Air Compressor
•  E7069 - Super Silent 20 Amp Compression - 115V
•  E7068 - Super Silent 20 Amp Compression - 230V

ErgoStyle ES2000 Features
•  Electric Elevation from 20” to 31” with single foot control and expanding covers over 
lifting mechanism

•  Tilting headpiece with adjustable face cushions
•  Stationary Chest 
•  Fixed Pelvic Section
•  Dual Auto-Cocking Foot Control - Standard when Auto-Cocking Drops are ordered
•  Single Foot Pedal Elevation 120V (Plastic)
•  23” width seamless cushions with multi-density foam
•  Paper Roll Holder and Cutter
•  Locking 6” Extending Ankle Rest 
•  Lifting Capacity: 400 lbs 

Headpiece Options
•  ES95002 - Tilt, Forward Drop, Adjustable Face Cushions 
•  ES95003 - Tilt, Elevation, Adjustable Face Cushions 
•  ES95004 - Tilt, Elevation, Forward Drop, Toggle Drop, 

Adjustable Face Cushions

Chest Piece Options
•  ES95005 - Breakaway, Elevating Chest, 
with dual side control

Drop Options
•  ES58353 - Thoracic Drop
•  ES58354 - Lumbar Drop
•  ES58355 - Pelvic Drop

Conforms To CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 601.1
IEC 60601-1-4 • IEC 60601-1 • UL STD 60601-1

See our website for complete table details

TM
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ES95004
Headpiece Option

ES95005 - Breakaway, 
Elevating Chest Option

Patented Accelerator III
Manual & Auto-Cocking

Drops

Standard 6”
Extending Ankle Rest

See our website for complete table details

“

“

I appreciate the versatility of the ES2000. It descends low enough 
for side-posture manipulation and elevates high enough for other 
manual treatment and examination. Since clinic space is valuable, 
the versatility of the ES2000 allows me to perform a variety of manual 
treatments on one excellent piece of equipment.

— Bradford J. Cole, DC, MS, CSCS
Cole Pain Therapy Group, Bartlett, TN

ErgoStyle ES2000 GEN II
part number ES9300
shown with options
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ErgoStyle FX -  ES5820
Elevating Manual Flexion Table
Starting at $6,158

ErgoStyle FX -  ES5822
Auto-Cocking w/3 Drops, Elevating Manual Flexion Table
Starting at $9,468

ErgoStyle™ FX Counterbalanced Flexion addresses the core needs of chiropractors. The ErgoStyle™ 
FX table is a sophisticated table that offers full, ultra smooth, counterbalanced flexion at its 
lowest height (20”) and quietly elevates to its full height of (31”). The new design offers infinitely 
variable electric spring tension distributed in such a way to allow for fingertip 
effort in moving the caudal section in any direction.

ErgoStyle FX Features
•  Electric Elevation from 20” to 31” with single foot control and expanding covers over lifting mechanism
•  Manual flexion/distraction with variable electric spring tension allows smooth, counterbalanced flexion, 
extension or circumduction with the touch of a finger (flexion 15˚, extension 12˚, side bending 40˚ total)

•  Tilting headpiece with adjustable face cushions
•  Modular design for future upgrades
•  23” width seamless cushions with multi-density foam
•  Stationary Chest 
•  Single Elevation Foot Pedal (Plastic)
•  Single Tension Foot Control - Manual Flexion Only (Plastic)
•  Paper Roll Holder and Cutter
•  Locking 8” Extending Ankle Rest with ankle cuffs
•  Lifting Capacity: 400 lbs 

ErgoStyleFX
World-class Patented DROPS, Upgradeable In The Field

TM

Counterbalanced Flexion Table

NEW OPTION
Long Axis Distraction

Conforms To CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 601.1
IEC 60601-1-4 • IEC 60601-1 • UL STD 60601-1

See our website for complete table options available.

ES95004
Headpiece Option

ES58359 - Breakaway, 
Elevating Chest Option

ES58494 - Manual Flexion
ES59496 - Auto Flexion
Long Axis Distraction Option

ErgoStyle FX
part number ES5820
shown with options
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ErgoStyle HYLO Features
•  Improved ergonomics that include bilateral control placement,
handle design, free falling accelerating drops and gas spring 
assist on optional elevating head, chest, and pelvic sections.

•  Constant flow components allow a constant tilt speed with 
Automatic Weight Compensation regardless of 
patient’s weight and height 

•  Powered front and rear sections allow full power adjustment 
of table length       

- Powered chest extension: Extends 14.5”
- Powered pelvic extension: Extends 14.5”

•  Controlled safety system: 2 step tilt down control
•  Patented AcceleratorTM III Manual Cocking Drops
(Patent# 6,679,905)

•  Fixed table height: 23.5”
•  Table length adjustment: 54” - 83”

•  Tilting mechanism: Gear drive hydraulics with a "soft stop" 
in the down position

•  Tilting headpiece with adjustable face cushions
•  Modular design for future upgrades
•  23” width seamless cushions with multi-density foam
•  Stationary Chest
•  Fixed Pelvic Section
•  Single side controls to power chest and pelvic extension 
•  Single Foot Tilt Controls/Hylo (Plastic)
•  Paper Roll Holder and Cutter
•  Footplate: Foldaway
•  Fixed Ankle Rest
•  Lifting Capacity: 400 lbs 

ErgoStyle HYLO -  EH9510
Standard HYLO Table
Starting at $8,497

ErgoStyle HYLO -  EH9530
Auto-Cocking w/3 Drops Table
Starting at $11,762

ErgoStyle™ HYLO is a revolutionary adjusting table with many standard features previously 
considered upgrades. Improved ergonomics include: bilateral control placement, powered front 
and pelvic sections, free falling Accelerator™ III Drops, gas spring assist on headpieces, chest 
and pelvic cushions.

ErgoStyleHYLO
World-class Patented DROPS, Upgradeable In The Field

TM

See our website for complete table options available.

ErgoStyle HYLO
part number EH9510
shown with options
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DOC DECOMPRESSION -  E9011-B
Targeting of Axial Rotation and 
Lateral Flexion  
90 Days of FREE clinical support from
consultant, Dr. Bryan Hawley
Starting at $12,999

Take your Chiropractic practice to the next level with Pivotal Health Solutions DOC 
Decompression Table. The unique design of the new DOC table utilizes a state-of-
the-art digital command center for specific vertebral targeting, separate lumbar 
and cervical decompression programming and continuous readout and graphing 
of treatment protocols. In addition, the digital command center also controls table 
elevation and rear flexion, all at the push of a button.

DOC Features
•  Axial Rotation and Lateral Flexion can be done simply with the press of
a button and manipulation of the guide bar at the rear of the pelvic
section. The doctor or practitioner can move the flexing section to its 
proper position such as lateral flexion or axial rotation. This is unlike
other units that have a direct and straight pull only. In addition, this
system comes with P-A flexion capabilities.

•  Digital Command Center which includes:
- Specific vertebral targeting
- Separate lumbar and cervical decompression programming
- Continuous readout and graphing of treatment parameters
- Interactive color display

•  Lifting Capacity: 350 lbs 

•  Pre-programmed lumbar and cervical decompression protocols
•  Cervical capture headpiece 
•  Customizable treatment protocols
•  Traction belting system can enhance restraint for optimal 
decompression.

•  Reference library - including patient setup and training materials
•  User-defined treatment hold and relax times
•  Speed Control
•  Expanded customizable protocols
•  Real-time digital treatment tracking
•  Table elevation
•  Comfort cushions

DOCDECOMPRESSION
Has the ability to correctly position the patients in antalgic posture

“

“

My practice, treats exclusively acute and chronic disc pathology. We consider ourselves 
to be the best in the field at what we do, and our patients count on us to deliver results.
That is why after looking at all other decompression tables we have chosen the DOC 
decompression table by Pivotal Health. Not only can we treat our patients supine or prone
but also from various angles such as flexion, extension, lateral side bending, and even
axial rotation! — Dr. Michael L. Hall, D.C.

Triangle Disc Care, Raleigh, NC

E7100
DOC Strapping System

Cervical 
Capture Headpiece Conforms To CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 601.1

IEC 60601-1-4 • IEC 60601-1 • UL STD 60601-1

See our website for complete 
table options available.
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HTG -100 Features
•  Tilt headpiece - allows 30˚ of forward flexion and 30˚ of extension

•  Five heights: 18", 20", 22", 24", 26"

•  Cervical drop

•  Pelvic drop

•  Thoracic drop

•  Drops are a full 0.75”

•  Beautiful solid oak varnished legs

•  Thoracic and lumbo-pelvic drop handles are on both sides of the
table with the tension control on the left. The cervical drop handle
and tension control is found on the right side of the headpiece.

•  2.5" firm foam on the main table body cushions, providing a very
supportive adjusting surface. Headpiece cushions use 2.5" medium
foam for patient comfort.

•  Paper holder and cutter - accommodates standard 9" by 125’ rolls

•  Arm rests - 3.75" x 12". Arm rest foam is 1.5" firm foam

•  Capacity: 450 lbs 

HTG -200 Features
•  8 rollers on a 24" track

•  Spring loaded carriage 

•  Built in foam pad

•  Extra wide 24" table x 70" long

•  Height available from 17” - 30”

•  Face hole cutout

•  30 Minute timer

•  Beautiful solid oak varnished legs

•  Capacity: 400 lbs 

HTG -  HTG100
HTG Three Drop Bench
Starting at $1,425

HTG -  HTG200
HTG Roller Massage Bench
Starting at $950

Your new HTG Series has been designed and engineered to comply with the rigid standards 
of practitioners. The HTG 100 bench and HTG 200 Roller Massage Bench come with many 
standard features. Your new bench is designed to provide you with years of service. With proper
maintenance your bench should remain virtually trouble free.

HTG DROP Bench
Built from solid hardwood and quality materials

See our website for complete table options available.

HTG -100
shown with options

HTG -200
shown with options
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ErgoBench -  EB9000/EB9010
Tilt Headpiece - Soft Foam/Firm Foam 
Starting at $778

ErgoBench -  EB9020/EB9030
Fixed Top - Soft Foam/Firm Foam 
Starting at $668

ErgoBasic -  EB9040/EB9050
Tilt Headpiece - Soft Foam/Firm Foam 
Starting at $2,262

The ErgoBench brings uncompromised stability and style to any 
office at an affordable price. It has an 18" to 24" height adjustment
and features a unitized steel frame with a bottleneck shape, seam-
less cushions, multi-fit arm rests, and a paper roll holder and cutter.
It is also available with a comfortable and easily adjustable tilt 
headpiece. Ships with unassembled legs. The ErgoBenches can be
shipped completely assembled for an additional charge.

ErgoStyleBenches
Quality, Ergonomics, Performance. It’s all in the family

TM

ErgoBench Features
•  Unitized steel frame

•  Seamless cushions

•  Multi-fit arm rests

•  Paper roll holder and cutter

•  Bottleneck shape

•  Available in soft or firm foam 

•  Height Range 18” - 24”
•  Capacity: 350 lbs 

A critical mix of adjusting features that is praised by many practitioners.
A tilt head and accelerator pelvic drop are standard features. Optional
extras include an upgradeable headpiece, allowing operation of tilt, 
adjustable face opening, forward drop, elevation and toggle drop. See
complete headpiece options below. Gas spring powered pelvic elevation
is also an option, allowing you to effortlessly put patients into passive
flexion. ErgoBasic is sleek, elegantly simple, yet affordable.

ErgoBasic Features
•  Tilt headpiece

•  AcceleratorTM III pelvic drop

•  Paper roll holder and cutter

•  Unitized steel frame

•  Seamless cushions

•  Available in soft or firm foam

•  Shipped fully assembled

•  Height Range 18” - 24”
•  Capacity: 350 lbs 

ErgoBasic Options
•  ES95001 - Tilt headpiece with
Adjustable Face Cushions

•  ES95002 - Tilt headpiece w/Forward
Drop and Adjustable Face Cushions

•  ES95003 - Tilt headpiece w/Elevation
and Adjustable Face Cushions

•  ES95004 - Tilt headpiece w/Elevation,
Forward Drop, Toggle Drop, and 
Adjustable Face Cushions

•  EB89295 - Elevating Pelvic Section

EB9020
ErgoBench Fixed Top
Soft Foam

EB9000
ErgoBench Tilt Headpiece
Soft Foam

EB9040
ErgoBasic Tilt Headpiece
Soft Foam

EB9040
ErgoBasic Soft Foam
with optional ES95004
Headpiece
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Double Section -  E9143
Therapy/Exam Table (28”x80”x30”) 
Starting at $818

Triple Section -  E9142
Therapy/Exam Table (28”x80”x30”) 
Starting at $921

Single Section -  E9139
Therapy/Exam Table (28”x78”x30”) 
Starting at $715

The Benchmark Series of exam/therapy tables delivers 
uncompromising durability, versatile features and 
affordable prices to any office looking for an entry 
level solution

*Note - Ships with unassembled legs. The Benchmark 
benches can be shipped completely assembled for an
additional charge.

BenchMarkTherapy Tables

Clinic Rolling Stools

BenchMark Features
•  Heavy duty steel frame

•  Durable powder coat finish (black only)

•  Seamless cushions

•  2" high density foam thickness

•  Paper roll holder and cutter

•  28” wide cushions

•  High impact levelers

•  Face slot

•  30” fixed table height

•  18" storage shelf

•  Capacity: 350 lbs 

Rolling Stool I9310 Features
•  Working weight: 300 lbs 

•  Seat padding: 4" deluxe cushion 

•  Height Adjustment: 19"- 24" 

•  Back Height Adjustment: 30"- 35" 

•  Removable back support

•  Five star base with heavy-duty casters. 

•  Pneumatic controls

Rolling Stool I9332 Features
•  Working weight: 300 lbs 

•  Seat padding: 4" deluxe cushion 

•  Height Adjustment: 19"- 24" 

•  Five star base with heavy-duty casters. 

•  Pneumatic controls

E9139

E9143

I9310
Rolling Stool with Back

I9332
Rolling Stool

E9142

$65
$75
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ATT-300
Roller Massage Table (72”L x 22”W x 25”H)
Starting at $2,466

The ATT-300 Intersegmental Roller Massage Table 
was specially designed for pretreatment therapy 
and massage. Under its thick, padded lounge top, 
three large rotating rollers travel back and forth, 
kneading the muscles in the neck, shoulders 
and lower back.

Intersegmental
Pretreatment Therapy and massage tables

ATT-300
Standard 22”

wide top

ATT-300
Optional 25”
wide top shown
with cervical and
knee bolsters

RollerTables

ATT-300 Features
•  Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation

•  Travel indicator

•  Automatic lowering device

•  Adjustable massage pressure

•  Vibration

•  LED roller height indicator

•  30-minute timer

•  Cervical and knee bolsters

•  Roller height adjustment 4”

•  Treatment area 25”

•  Capacity: 350 lbs 

ErgoWave - EW9080
Roller Massage Table (78”L x 25”W x 24”H)
Starting at $2,497

Unique Wave Action – The ErgoWave roller 
pattern travels up the spine like a wave. All areas
of the patient’s spine are covered with three in-
dependent rollers repeating every 13 
seconds.

ErgoWave Features
•  Triple Rollers mounted on three axles to isolate
lumbar, thoracic and cervical regions

•  Quick Height Adjustments– A gas spring
makes roller height adjustments quick and
easy

•  Ultra Quiet Operation - High quality motor 
for nearly silent operation without annoying 
vibrations

•  Built-in storage shelf

•  A welded steel frame ensures stability 

•  Roller height adjustment 3”

•  Treatment area 25”

•  30-minute timer

•  Capacity: 350 lbs 

ErgoWave shown
with optional knee 
bolster

Conforms To CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 601.1
IEC 60601-1-4 • IEC 60601-1 • UL STD 60601-1

See our website for complete table options available.
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The ATT-300 Intersegmental Roller Massage Table 
was specially designed for pretreatment therapy 
and massage. Under its thick, padded lounge top, 
three large rotating rollers travel back and forth, 
kneading the muscles in the neck, shoulders 
and lower back.

Omni Sideline Features
• 3 pocket carry case
• Length: 73”
• Height Range: 25”-35”
• Width: 28”, 30”
• 2” Firm foam system
• Removable field feet
• Dual headrest ports
• Inverted Truss™ system
• Capacity: 800 lbs 
• Table Weight:  37 lbs

Chiron Pro Stationary Features
•  1.5" Chiropractic Foam System
•  Five Position Headpiece
•  Thoracic and Lumbar Drops
•  Hand Rests
•  Paper Holder
•  Carry Case
•  Table Dimensions: 66” L x 21” W x 19” H
•  Capacity: 400 lbs 
•  Table Weight:  43 lbs

See our website for complete table options available.

Omni Sideline - OM-3007
800 lb Capacity - Portable Treatment Table
Starting at $599

Chiron Pro Adjustable - CHID
2 Drop Adjustable Height Table
Starting at $1,234

Chiron Pro Stationary - I-ChironPro-PU
2 Drop Fixed Table Height 19”
Starting at $822

For the mobile trainer/Chiropractor, the Omni Sideline table is
lightweight and tough. This portable treatment table features
solid wood construction, 2 inch high-density foam top and a
folding design to allow for easy storage, set-up & portability

The Chiron Pro Stationary offers a five position headpiece
with Lumbar, and Thoracic Drops, carry case and a fixed height
of 19”. This table is tough enough to withstand the requirements 
of the most demanding use. *Imported

Chiron Pro Features
•  1.5" Chiropractic Foam System
•  Five Position Headpiece
•  Thoracic and Lumbar Drops
•  Hand Rests
•  Paper Holder
•  Carry Case
•  Table Dimensions: 66” L x 21” W
• Adjustable Legs 19.25” to 25.25” 
(with height adjustments every 2”)

•  Capacity: 400 lbs 
•  Table Weight:  43 lbs

We took the dependable Chiron Table one step further by adding smoothly
operating lumbar and thoracic drops and standard hand rests. By truly 
addressing the need for a portable table that is uncomplicated and
durable, yet advanced enough to accommodate a variety of adjustment
techniques, the Chiron Pro has quickly become the table of choice for
today's chiropractor on the go. MADE IN THE USA

PortableTables
Built from quality materials to withstand rigorous conditions



Apollo 2,000 mW Cold Laser
Low Level Laser therapy just became 
more flexible. Experience the freedom 
of this incredible new device.
Starting at $3,995 

Small, lightweight unit fits in the palm of your hand. Simple on and off 
button, no programming necessary. The new HH2000 handheld device 
from Apollo uses low level laser technology to speed the recovery process.
The HH2000 laser is a non-invasive, safe way to manage pain—without

negative side effects. Includes: unit docking station (shown),
carry case, 2 safety goggles, battery pack (shown), belt

holster and everything you and your patient
need for a successful treatment. 

The Apollo laser efficiently 
harnesses advanced Class 4 laser
technology. Using Apollo's perfect
marriage of power and wavelength,

you are assured fast, safe, comfortable
treatments, exceptional clinical results and

an impressive bottom line.  And unlike hot Class 4 lasers, the
Apollo is cool, safe, and effective.

Laser Therapy

“

“

Apollo is by FAR the best designed, most 
efficient and easiest to use laser I have ever 
seen.  It is durable, reliable and  therapeutically 
superior. My patients love it, my practice and 
income have grown from it, and I can't imagine 
how I could practice without it. If you compare the 
features, design, trustworthiness, and VALUE of low 
level lasers available today, there is no better 
choice than the Apollo. — Dr. Mark de Dubovay

Director, Advanced Wellness Center
Long Beach, CA

14

Introducing the Newest Line of Apollo Lasers
NEW
- HH2000 -

2,000 mW LASER
Handheld

90 Days FREE Clinical Support
from renowned speaker, educator, and author - Dr. Curtis Turchin
Pivotal Health has strategically brought together some of the industry’s 
leading consultants in their respective fields in order to support your success.
With the purchase of any Apollo Laser System you will receive 90 Days of
FREE Support from Dr. Curtis Turchin
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AP2-DT-5000-C
2-channel desktop 
unit shown with NEW
5000mW probe

AP2-PT-3000-C
Portable unit shown 
with 3000mW probe

500mW Point Probe
Hand, Small Area Laser
The 500mW point probe was designed
specifically to reach those difficult to
reach areas or areas with less tissue to
penetrate such as hands, feet, trigger
points and auricular areas.

Optional fine tip shown.

3,4 & 5,000mW Point Probes
810nm Infrared Cluster probes
3,000 mW (4x750mW)
4,000 mW (4x1000mW)
5,000 mW (4x1250mW)
Apollo uses premium medical grade 
Class 4 laser diodes that provide extra 
long life and reliability. The probes are
made from aerospace grade aluminum
which means cool durable performance.

Apollo Desktop Laser Unit
2 Channel Desktop with Choice of 500mW, or
3,4 or 5,000mW Probe
Starting at $5,897

•  Heavy-duty construction for office and clinic environments

•  Probe holders on both sides of the unit that can accommodate
two probes and both right and left handed practitioners

•  Elevated face for easy viewing and control

•  2 timers allow you to treat 2 patients at the same time

Desktop & Portable Laser Unit Features
•  LCD display that provides probe status and treatment times

•  User controlled treatment times selectable between 
10 seconds and 2 minutes

•  Built in safety and fault detection software

•  Built in power test for assessing probe output

•  Durable aerospace quality aluminum assembly

•  ISO 13485 quality assured manufacturing

Apollo Portable Laser Unit
Portable Control Unit with Choice of 500mW 
or 3,000mW Probe
Starting at $6,051

•  Weighing only 2.3 pounds, the Apollo laser is the lightest,
most powerful portable laser you can buy

•  Custom Carrying Case allows for easy travel from office to
office and out in the field

•  User replaceable battery

•  Heavy-duty construction for office and clinic environments

Desktop & Portable Laser Units Include
•  APOLLO Control Unit, Desktop or Portable

•  Choice of (1) laser probe: 500mW, 3, 4 or 5,000mW

•  Power Adapter

•  (1) Probe Cable

•  (2) pair of Safety Goggles

•  Laser Carrying Case

•  Book: Light & Laser Therapy: Clinical Procedures

•  Patient education brochures

•  Laser tutorial DVD with systems

See our website www.ApolloPT.com for details
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Whole Body Vibration

Christian Reichardt, DC

Therapy
Vertical Movement and Whole Body Vibration

Welcome Clinical Consultant

Christian H. Reichardt has been a practicing doctor 
of chiropractic since 1983. He was a disability 
evaluator for the State of California, but then turned 
his attention from work-related injuries to sports injuries due to his own involvement 
in sports. He became one of the first Certified Chiropractic Sports Physicians in the
USA in 1986, as well as a Diplomat of the American Academy of Pain Management.
His practice in Santa Monica, California draws a large clientele of Hollywood
celebrities, as well as professional and amateur athletes. He has worked with a 
number of US Olympic Team members and Golf professionals. Scan to learn more

Whether you want to reduce weight, improve flexibility or even
improve your golf swing, the new A3 Vibration will help you
reach your goals. Vibration training is low impact and gentle, 
yet unbelievably effective. Anyone, regardless of their age 
or fitness levels, can now benefit from exercising without 
straining their joints or other tissues. 

A simple touch of a button and the A3 Vibration 
unit turns  into a pleasant vibrating platform. 
This then transfers the vibrations to muscles in 
the body causing them to react gently yet 
powerfully in a reflex action.  

By standing on the unit you will notice how 
your body automatically adjusts to the vibrations. 
This mechanical stimulus produces a stretch reflex 
which (vibratory reflex), depending on the selected 
frequency, results in muscles gently contracting 20 
to 60 times per second. Utilizing the body's innate 
reflexive response to disruptions in stability, Whole 
Body Vibration stimulates and enhances muscle 
strength and performance.

Different parts of the body are put in line with the 
vibrations. The user then assumes various exercise 
positions and varying intensities, ranging from squats, 
lunges and push-ups to abdominal crunches, tricep 
dips or bicep curls. Poses are typically held for just 30 
seconds to 1 minute at a time, during that timeframe, 
multiple muscle groups are activated simultaneously 
to stretch, tone and strengthen the target tissues.  

V1000 shown



The V1000 is an easy to use vibrating platform that is equipped
with a user-friendly virtual coach console. Mainly for lower body training
but can help upper body and core training. The training will improve muscle 
endurance, explosive strength and bone density while helping to avoid 
exercise injuries and muscle atrophy. It also can be used as an aid for warm
up or cool down prior or after exercising.

V1000 Home & Small Clinic:
Features a small “footprint” to make it easy to fit in your space and programs that suit the 
majority of patients. Ideal for light duty clinical environments and home use.

•  Medium-intensity Vibration Training
•  4 Training Programs : Total Body, 
Upper body, Lower body, Abdominal

•  1 Manual mode : user can adjust time 
& frequency

•  Workout Display: Posture Exercise Program,
Exercise Time, Frequency, Exercise Group

•  Frequency: 20 Hz ~ 50 Hz
•  Amplitude: 1.5 mm
•  Force: 800 N
•  Maximum Load: 308 Ibs
•  Dimension: L 36.7” x W 29.5“ x H 56.1”

•  Medium-intensity Vibration Training
•  8 preset program models, 10 sets of 
editing exercise models & 1 manual model

•  Training Programs:
   WHOLE BODY - Strength & Sculpting
   UPPER BODY - Strength & Sculpts
   LOWER BODY - Strength & Sculpting
   CORE TRAINING - Strength & Sculpting

•  High and low force of vibration.
•  Frequency: 25 Hz ~ 50 Hz
•  Amplitude (MAX: HIGH: 2.5mm; 
LOW: 1.2mm

•  Force: HIGH: 2.5KN; LOW: 1.8KN
•  Maximum Load 350 lbs
•  Dimension: L 39” x W 38.3” x H 63.8”
•  Heavy Duty, Commercial Grade 1 HP Motor
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$1,999

$3,999

Therapy

The V3000 is an exceptional vibration platform for its multi-purpose functions.
Besides normal vibration benefits, the V3000 has a built-in professional sculpture fitness 
program. With this program, users not only train their body but also sculpt their shape 
all on this single machine. This platform supports user flexibility and stability.

V3000 Gym & Large Clinic:
Features a larger platform and more programs for the largest range of exercises and
patient types.

Dimensions : 

(L) 39in. 

(W) 38.3in. 

(H) 63.8in.

Dimensions:

(L) 36.7in.

(W) 29.5in.

(H) 56.1in.

27
Exercise
Postures

64
Exerc ise
Postures

All A3 Vibration Units Feature:
• A backlit LCM console display with clearly visible workout status
• User-friendly virtual coach console
• Non-slip handlebar allows easy use & training from various angles
• Unique dual tensile-straps offer user enhanced training for upper arms
• Wide vibrating platform with a stabilizing and anti-seismic rubber mat
• All units come with rubber mat, and exercise/stretching straps
• Exercise protocols and stretching posters
• Voltage: 120 VAC / 60 Hz
• Motor: DC Motor 1.0 HP
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Teeter Inversion Therapy
Certified Quality Inversion Equipment

You’ve seen us on TV, you’ve heard of your favorite athlete using a Teeter… your
neighbor even has one. Now it’s your turn to try Teeter Hang Ups, the inversion 
market pioneer since 1981. With the passion of someone who has lived through 
back pain and found relief, Roger Teeter has built Teeter Hang Ups into a brand 
recognized worldwide for superior quality, function and innovation.

Teeter has exclusively designed and
manufactured inversion equipment that
adheres to and proudly displays the UL
and CE quality listing and as a result has
built a reputation for incomparable
quality standards, testing and marketing
efforts. Teeter inversion products give
healthcare providers a solution for all 
of their back pain patients. Teeter’s 
complete product offering allows 
clinicians to treat patients in the office,
clinic or training room and then, by use
of a Teeter home inversion table, 
manage the patients back pain outside
of the office.

Teeter EP-550
shown

Teeter EP-550 FeatureS
• Ergonomic Flex-Technology™
• Optimum Traction Surface
• No Tear, No Stain Construction
• Ankle Comfort Dial™
• Precision Balancing
• Pre-set Rotation Control

• Customize With Accessories
• Stable Base
• Unique and Patented Security Features
• Smooth, Quiet Rotation
• Support Hand Grips
• Quick Storage

Teeter EP-550 - EP1001
Base Model Manual Home-Use Inversion Table 
Starting at $329

Teeter clinical products, the DFM and DEX inversion units are used by chiropractors,
physical therapists and athletic trainers at the professional and collegiate level. 
Experience the versatility of the DFM by maximizing function in a small space. The
DFM is an effective therapeutic tool for any clinic. Patients may rest prone or supine
while inverted, allowing for treatments at varied angles. Adjustable features ensure
user comfort while the easily accessible push-button control allows for supervised or
unassisted inversion sessions.

Teeter DFM - M1-1020
Medical Prone/Supine Power Inversion Table 
Starting at $3,545

Teeter EP-950 Features
• Ratchet Ankle Lock System 
• Ergo-Embrace Ankle System™
• EZ Stretch Traction Handles™
• Over EZ Handles™
• Pre-set Rotation Control
• Robust Medical-Grade Frame
• Ergonomic Flex-Technology™
• Optimum Traction Surface
• No Tear, No Stain Construction
• Ankle Comfort Dial™
• Precision Balancing

Teeter EP-950 - EP1019
High End Manual Home-Use Inversion Table
Starting at $399

Teeter EP-950
shown

See our website for complete listing of Teeter Units available.
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FMST Tools 
Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools - (set of 2)
Starting at $699

F1 shown F2 shown

See our website for complete details

FMST

Jerad Bludorn, DC

Tools
Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools

Welcome Clinical Consultant
Dr. Jerad Bludorn, DC is a Chiropractic Physician and Acupuncturist with an extensive background in
soft tissue therapy, functional movement and  stability. He has trained extensively with Motion Palpation
Institute as well as many other treatment techniques and world renowned lecturers and researchers. 
He has over 10 years experience in private practice working with Orthopedic Surgeons and Medical 
Doctors to improve outcomes for his patients, and developed FMST Tools to assist him in improving 
his outcomes. Dr Bludorn has successfully implemented FMST Tools into many different types of 
practices including Physical Therapy, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, Occupational Therapy and 
Athletic Training. 

FMST Tools are the soft tissue mobilization tools that can take
myo-fascial manipulation and mobilization to the next level in
your practice. The design of the (2) tools available enables you,
the practitioner, to work over all surfaces of the body quickly and
easily. We have been able to reduce scar tissue problems from
old injuries/surgeries and achieve greater results with pain
control, joint and muscle flexibility that many thought was 
unattainable.

• 2 tool deigns to treat all areas of the body.
• Unique metal injected plastic material for 
superior weight and durability over other tools.

• Custom molded non-slip thumb grip to create maximum    
angular pressure without over use by the practitioner.

• Soft but aggressive treatment edge to work fascial 
adhesions, post surgical scarring and muscle injuries.

•  Ambidextrious Design: No more switching through 
multiple tools to find the right edge or angle. Both 
tools are designed to be used on both sides and on 
every surface for increased compatibility of 
treatment on multiple body areas.

V1000 shown
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Index Knobber

Wood Index Knobber (w/ ball)

18” - TT18

22” - TT22  

Knobble II . . . . . . .

Wood Knobble . . .

Products Qty
Knobble II 17
Backnobber II w/Manual 20
Vibrassager 4
Indexknobber II 12
Palmassager 8
Orbit Massager 3
Jacknobber II 12
18” Tiger Tail 3
22” Tiger Tail 2

Products Qty
Knobble II 4
Backnobber II 8
Vibrassager 4
Indexknobber II 4
Palmassager 8
Orbit Massager 4
Jacknobber II 4

A simple device designed to let you apply
deep pressure to muscles within 
easy reach of your hand. The 
ideal instrument for clinic 
or home use allowing 
for firm, sustained 
pressure on targeted muscles.

This innovative rolling massager is
equipped with
two knobbed 
wheels that actually feel like they 
vibrate as they roll across the back 
giving a delightful, relaxing 
massage.

An elegantly designed 
hand-held massage tool that
can be used to provide a 
more pleasant and relaxing 
massage. 

One of the most efficient 
massage therapy aids 
available anywhere. Hold
it firmly in the palm of 
the hand and use one, 
two or three of its round 
knobs to massage sore muscles. 

The new design of the 
all wood favorite. Made of
durable polymer with a band 
of non-latex Santoprene, 
The Knobble II gives your
hand more power when 
you need it. 

The Original Palmassager®

The Original Vibrassager®

The Original Index Knobber II®

The Original Orbit Massager®

The Original Backnobber II®

The Original Knobble II®

The Original Jacknobber II®

The Orbit Massager® allows 
you to provide a stress 
releasing massage to the 
back, neck, shoulders 
and muscles throughout 
the body.

The Original Backnobber® II is constructed of durable, fiberglass
reinforced Nylon and carries a full satisfaction guarantee. 
The Original Backnobber® II is used by hooking one 
of its curves over a shoulder or under an arm and 
using it’s leverage to apply firm, deep pressure to 
knots in the muscles of the neck, shoulder, upper 
and lower back and to nearly any other location 
where muscle soreness may occur.

fully illustrated User Guide.
FREE35page

$995 $795

Free display with purchase 
of 81 tool set

$1,64915 $1,300

This flexible, 2-sided rolling display unit is built from solid wood
and will hold a maximum of 81 pieces. You can mix and match
Pressure Positive products on this unit to best fit your needs.

Large Floor Display
This flexible counter display is built from solid
wood and will hold a maximum of 36 pieces. 
You can mix and match Pressure Positive products
on this unit to best fit your needs.

Counter Display

display sold separately

$92624 $775.24

$995 $795$1795 $1595 $2495 $1895

$995 $795
$995 $795

$2999 $2499
$3499 $2999

$995 $795
$1795 $1595

$4195 $3195

(Wood option)

Display
FREE

ReSell Program Available - Call 800-627-2387 for details

Pressure PositiveBody Tools
Self Care Deep Muscle & Injury Prevention Body Tools

Make your muscles happy! The Tiger Tail Rolling
Muscle Massager, 18" or 22" is a dense foam 
covered, muscle-friendly self care massage tool 
that helps you apply rolling and compression 
massage techniques.

Tiger Tail®
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$92624 $775.24

RelaxRightPillows
Dr. Designed Orthopedic Memory Foam Pillows

Adult Orthopedic Memory Foam Pillow
AWARDED 21 Patent Claims!
Adult Standard 90103 - $38.50  / MSRP $59.99

Unlike any other pillow on the market, the adult Relax Right® 
pillow was designed by a doctor and was awarded 21 patent
claims. Relax Right® combines two types of high quality memory
foam and a hollow core to deliver the ultimate pillow for both
back and side sleeping. 100% Hypoallergenic. Antimicrobial
velour cover. 23" x 13" x 4.5"

Adult Contour Memory Foam Pillow
Luxurious comfort and support
Adult Contour 90102 - $32.50  / MSRP $49.99

The contour-shaped pillow is made of temperature-sensitive
memory foam that molds to your body to provide luxurious 
comfort and support. The antimicrobial cover is made of plush
cotton velour and is resistant to allergens, dust mites, mold and
mildew. 24” x 12” x 4 ½”

Adult Ventilated Memory Foam Pillow
Cool Circulating Core for exceptional Comfort
Adult Ventilated 90101 - $32.50  / MSRP $49.99

The "soft feel" traditional-shape memory foam pillow is made of
temperature-sensitive memory foam that molds to your body to
provide luxurious comfort and support. The cool circulating core
helps to eliminate overheating. The antimicrobial cover is made
of plush cotton velour and is resistant to allergens, dust mites,
mold and mildew. 24” x 16” x 5”

Childrens Orthopedic Memory Foam Pillows
Recommended for ages 2-5 years and 5+
Toddler Pillow 81003 - $17.99  / MSRP $29.99
Big Kid Pillow 81003 - $25.25  / MSRP $39.99

Did you know that ordinary pillows push the spine out of alignment?
That’s not good for your child’s growing bones! Our RelaxRight®
Toddler and Big Kid’s Pillows position the neck and spine correctly,
promoting healthier posture and better sleep. Our children’s pillows
are made with memory foam and feature an antimicrobial velour
cover which adds to the great performance of our pillows! 
15" x10" x 3". 

See our website for complete listing of RelaxRight Pillows available.

Toddler shown

Big Kid shown



Manufacturing the premier Functional Rehabilitation table

PHSTherapeutics
by Pivotal Health Solutions

Pivotal Health Solutions, a leading manufacturer of premium quality health and wellness 
equipment for over 20 years, proudly unveils their newest brand, “PHS Therapeutics”. Pivotal 
Health Solutions has earned an excellent reputation in the markets they serve and believe this is why 
their products are used by so many of the world’s most prestigious schools, professionals, teams and 
therapists. In addition to their dedication to quality, many of their customers value the unique features available only from Pivotal Health
Solutions. “We continue to strengthen our company through organic growth, acquisitions and strategic relationships. The 
addition of the PHS Therapeutics brand of leading line Therapy Products broadens our product offering and supports our 
initiative to more effectively support Therapy Professionals,” said Jim Engels, CEO of Pivotal Health Solutions.

PHS Therapeutics offers HyLo Electric Treatment Tables, high quality solid Oak Wood Treatment Tables, Work Assist Stations, Vibration 
Therapy, Inversion Therapy, Cold Laser Therapy by Apollo, the patent pending (LAST) Leg and Shoulder Therapy Table, Mat Tables, Mobile
carts, Storage Cabinets, Medical Cabinets, Weight Carts, (FMST) Fluid Mostion Soft Tissue Tools, along with a full line of Portable Treatment
Tables.   

Providing Best-In-Class Massage Tables for over 28 years

Custom Craftworks launched in 1986, carving out a niche for high-end, quality manufactured, 
customized massage tables that meet the ergonomic needs of therapists and the comfort requirements
of clients.

Since then, the company has grown to become one of the largest manufacturers of massage tables, chairs, equipment and accessories in 
the United States. Acquired by Pivotal Health Solutions in 2009, today Custom Craftworks continues to build thoughtfully constructed, 
long-lasting products for students, therapists and educators in the massage, therapy and holistic health fields.

The company’s accessories line also meets these high standards for quality and innovation. Custom Craftworks is known for 
developing a number of specialized accessories that are now staples in the field. Our product line includes the popular Sani-coverTM

for face rests, to massage therapy self-care tools, and OmniTM cervical relief pillow. These are products that both clients can
enjoy and massage therapists can utilize in their practice.

22

Providing SolutionsFor Five Markets
Chiropractic  |  Massage  |  Therapy  |  Medical  |  Athletics
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CHIROPRACTIC / THERAPY PRODUCTS WARRANTY

*normal wear/tear excluded.

Warranty/Upholstery

Stock Vinyl Uphostery Colors UPHOLSTERY CARE AND CLEANING GUIDE
For light soiling, use a solution of 10% household liquid dish soap with warm water, 
applied with soft damp cloth. Rinse with clean water and dry. For heavy soiling,
dampen a soft white cloth in a one to one (1:1) solution of Fantastik® and water OR
Formula 409® and water. Rub gently and rinse with a water dampened cloth. For
more difficult stains, dampen a soft white cloth with a solution of household 
bleach (10% bleach / 90% water). Rub gently and rinse with a water dampened
cloth to remove bleach concentration. DO NOT USE ALCOHOL BASED 
CLEANING AGENTS! IMPROPER CLEANING WILL VOID THE WARRANTY. 
This information is not a guarantee and does not relieve the user from the 
responsibility of the proper and safe use of the product and all cleaning agents. 
The use of certain agents can be harmful to the surface appearance and lifespan 
of vinyl. Pivotal Health Solutions assumes no responsibility resulting from 
the use of such agents to the vinyl.

Imperial BlueBlue Ridge

Burgundy PuttyLarkForest

Dove Charcoal BlackMocha

Warranty Overview see website for complete warranty details
Pivotal Health Solutions warrants to the original retail purchaser that it will repair or replace components of the domestic and international
products manufactured by PHS (except for components not warranted under "Exclusions") that are defective in material or workmanship
under normal use and service. Pivotal Health Solutions obligation under this warranty is limited to the repair or replacement, at Pivotal
Health Solutions option, of the applicable components. This limited warranty shall only apply to defects that are reported to Pivotal Health
Solutions within the applicable warranty period and which, upon examination by Pivotal Health Solutions, prove to be defective. This 
warranty extends only to the first retail purchaser of a product, and is not transferable or assignable.

Products Frame, Materials & Workmanship Electrical & Moving Parts Foam Upholstery Rollers

Whole Body Vibration 5 year parts and labor 2 year N/A N/A N/A

ATT300, ErgoWave 1 year parts only, labor not included 1 year 1 year* 1 year* Lifetime to
original purchaser

ErgoBench, ErgoBasic 1 year parts only, labor not included 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

BenchMark Series 1 year parts only, labor not included 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

DOC Decompression 1 year parts and labor 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

TradeMark & TradeFlex 1 year parts and labor 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

ErgoStyle FX, ES2000, Hylo 1 year parts and labor 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

Portable Chiropractic Table 1 year parts and labor 1 year 1 year* 1 year* N/A

Teeter DFM, DEX 2 year parts only, labor not included 2 year 2 year* 2 year* N/A

Teeter EP550, EP950 5 year parts only, labor not included 5 year N/A N/A N/A

Apollo Lasers 2 year unit parts, probes, and cables Out of box warranty on battery N/A N/A N/A
1 year labor

RelaxRight Pillows N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

FMST Tools N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A



ISO 13485: 2003

PROUDLY KEEPING JOBS IN AMERICA
PHS Chiropractic, by Pivotal Health Solutions, was formed with the mission to be the leading 
manufacturer of quality built, ergonomically sound chiropractic adjusting tables. The growth of 
our trusted brand began with the launch of Eurotech Tables in 2005 and the acquisition of the 
Chattanooga ErgoStyle table line in 2008. Over the course of nine short years, Pivotal Health 
Solutions Chiropractic division has blossomed into one of the most comprehensive, quality built 
and ergonomically sound chiropractic adjusting table lines in the market today.

All PHS Chiropractic Tables are proudly engineered, custom made and built in America 
from US and globally sourced components.
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